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Two years ago, I conducted research in interstellar and intergalactic travel. During this 
research experience, I came across one of the greatest challenges in exploring new planets in 
different star systems: Orbital launch. Orbital launch is one of the most labor-intense, expensive 
endeavors of humans. With costs skyrocketing over $51 million and thousands of employees 
requiring diverse knowledge in rocket dynamics, it takes immense infrastructure to put together 
even a single rocket launch. The questions I then asked was: Is there a better way to launch 
rockets into orbit? More sustainable? Lower Cost? This research was done to uncover the most 
effective modern and developing methods of putting payloads into orbit. I focused on five 
specific thrusters for this research: Chemical, Ion, Hall, Magnetoplasmadynamic, and Scramjet. I 
focused on fours qualities of each thruster to compare their capabilities: Specific Impulse, 
Thrust, Power, and Efficiency. I gathered the data for these rocket engine types by reading 
through launch logs, data records, and technical reports for hundreds of different launches. I 
trace back rocket launch technology to the Ancient Chinese and watch how it developed until the 
Spetsnaz was put into space, starting the space race. I then gather data from military strategic 
plans containing details about missiles using the latest rocket technology to see how the Cold 
War changed rocket development into the Apollo Era. I analyzed the Space station launches, 
looking for patterns in research, development, and projections to try and pinpoint the exact 
trajectory of rocket development. Finally, I collected data on the most modern rockets and 
concept rockets, trying to compare the models we are currently working on and hope to launch 
soon. In addition to collecting this data, I derived four specific equations that were useful in 
helping me compare the effectiveness of each engine type based on the numbers I collected from 
my sources. I also compiled data on how much rocket launches generally cost to construct, run, 
and maintain. I found that chemical engines (specifically liquid hydrogen and liquid helium) 
prove to be the best at launching payload from the surface of the earth. While the 
Magnetoplasmadynamic engines show promise to eventually take the place of the chemical 
engine, they are still to undeveloped to prove very useful with our modern technology. The 
electrical engines (Ion and Hall) have very little use on the surface of the Earth as their thrust to 
weight ratios are far to low to bring anything substantial off the ground. They do, however, 
provide the most efficient and fastest travel in the vacuum of space, and are far more fuel 
efficient than a chemical engine. Finally, I looked at the scramjet engines. Spaceplanes have 
been a concept since the mid-1900’s, but they have not been realistic until the invention of the 
scramjet engine. Early models of space planes (such as the X-51) show promise of having 
scramjet engines put vehicles in space, but with modern technology they are limited to the scope 
of a very low payload. My research has come to show that there are three main paths that 
humans can take when furthering its development of rocket engines. First, we may pursue 
chemical rocket engines. This is reaching its peak right now, so space development will not 
progress very far in the distant future. Second, we can put our efforts towards electric and 
magnetic propulsion engines. While this would slow down the current tempo of launches, it 
would vastly improve our efficiency in the future. Lastly, we can attempt to master the ideal 
space plane. This would take a very long time to put into regular practice, and would be 
extremely inefficient for a long time, but it would also link the domains of air and space into one, 
maybe even expanding the horizons of what we think is humanly possible. 
